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or reject the paper. The author
doesn’t know which Academy
member is handling the paper unless
it is accepted. To make room for the
extra papers to be submitted via
track II, PNAS has reduced the
number of papers a member is
allowed to communicate to the
journal annually from six to four. 
Does the new system work?  Those
who have tried it say that there are
many frustrating teething problems.
Apparently one problem is that the
Academy members are under no
obligation to handle manuscripts
when asked, so the editorial office
may take weeks to identify a
member who is willing and able to
serve. Another problem is that,
because the Academy member
handling the manuscript is in effect
one of the referees, the author
cannot contact the person handling
the manuscript directly to ask for a
decision. 
How do I find an Academy member?
The journal’s policy for publicizing
the list of potential communicating
members has changed over the years.
For most of the 1980s, no list was
published. Now the journal
publishes a list of current members
in the first issue of the journal each
year; the list is also available on the
internet (www.nas.edu/nas/member).
But the truly crucial information —
which members haven’t used up
their annual quota of submissions yet
— is still very hard to discover,
although lists of new members are
published in the journal immediately
after election.
Have there been any other changes
since 1915?  Recent changes include,
in 1994, adding reviews and mini-
reviews (Commentaries), which focus
on papers published in PNAS. In
1995, the cover design was changed
from plain grey (to provide ‘aesthetic
refreshment’); it now shows images
taken from the fabric and contents of
the National Academy of Sciences
building in Washington, D.C.
The spider’s web
Structural biology
Structural biologists are among the
most computer-literate biologists and
lead the way in use of the internet.
This month, a few of the best tools
are highlighted; URL links for all
sites and programs listed in italics
can be found with the electronic
version of this article, available free
of charge on http://www.BioMedNet.com/
cbiology/spider.htm
Databases
The key web resource for structural
biology is the Brookhaven Protein
Data Bank (PDB). As of May 1996, it
contained 4 113 atomic coordinate
files, representing protein structures
obtained by X-ray crystallography or
nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR).
Thanks to the extensive cross-linking
of databases on the web, PDB files
can now be searched many ways. The
National Center for Bioinformatics’
Entrez and the European
Bioinformatics Institute’s Sequence
Retrieval System (see Curr Biol 6:4)
both include the PDB in their
searches, but to be sure of getting the
latest files, search the PDB directly.
Similarity searching
Although less straightforward than
comparing primary sequences,
computing a similarity score for two
sets of atomic coordinates is possible.
Most techniques simplify the problem
by breaking the protein structure
down into secondary structural units
such as helices, loops and sheets, and
comparing the arrangement of these
units in different proteins. 
Entrez makes available the results
of an exhaustive comparison of all the
structures in the PDB against each
other, while SARF at the Laboratory
of Mathematical Biology allows you to
take a novel structure in PDB format
and compare it against the rest of the
database. MOOSE lets you retrieve
structures from the PDB that match a
specific structural motif specified in
terms of secondary structural units
such as ‘helix–turn–helix’.
Structure prediction
Protein structure prediction is an
evolving and imperfect process.
Several web tools let you predict
three-dimensional structure for a
given primary sequence; a good
listing of these is available at the
Centre for Protein Engineering’s site.
New tools are continuously
becoming available, so the best way
to keep up is to use an internet
search, at a site such as Alta Vista. 
Structure prediction can only be
properly assessed by application to
new and unpublished data, so there
are several competitions with the goal
of predicting the structure of a new
protein from its primary sequence.
Details of some of these, and
abstracts describing the techniques
used, are available from the Centre for
Advanced Research in Biotechnology site.
Visualization
Sites such as Molecules R US and
Structural Classification of Proteins let
you select a protein from the PDB,
choose an orientation, a colouring
system, and a method of rendering —
ribbons, space-filling or ball-and-stick
— and then download a full colour
image of the chosen protein. These
sites use the programs RASMOL or
RASTER3D to create their images. If
you have the computing power, you
can also download RASMOL.
Another popular method for
visualization is the kinemage, viewed
and rotated using the program MAGE,
which represents a structure
schematically. Some of the tools
described here create kinemages
automatically from the PDB file. The
Macromolecular Structures database
published by Current Biology Ltd offers
kinemages which have been
annotated by hand, and several
journals including Structure and
Protein Science now include kinemages
as electronic supplements to articles.
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